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Everything You Need To Stand Out... Go

Viral... and Conquer the Creator Economy... 

Get Instant Access Today!
Congratulations!

You’re just one step away from accessing the power of Viral Content Engineering…

The #1 social media content creation system for start-ups, solopreneurs, creators, influencers

and businesses big and small.

Having already produced a combined 50 billion views... as well as over 100 million followers

for my clients...

Viral Content Engineering walks you through, step-by-step, everything you need to know to

consistently create “scroll stopping” content that goes viral, time and time again.

Taking all the guesswork out of the content creation process...

So you can leverage the power of social media and stand out amongst the noisy crowd.

Because right now there is no better place to grow your reach, your brand, and your

influence... than on social media.

As I showed earlier the “Creator Economy” is in full swing and only getting bigger...

Forbes estimates it will grow from $20 billion today, to more than $104 billion over the next

12 months.

So the time to act is NOW... or you risk being left behind.

Missing out on this huge growth opportunity while the wave is still building... could be one of

life’s biggest regrets.

And that’s why...

Inside this Training, We Hold Nothing Back

You get access to the exact viral content creation process my team and I have used to

consistently create posts that get over 45 million views...

And over 100 individual posts getting over 100 million views… each.

Something most other so-called, social media “experts” will never come close to.

And is, in fact, the reason why 99% of all brands fail to make an impact when trying to use their

methods.

Viral Content Engineering is different.

It’s been battle-tested in the real world and proven to produce results... 

Regardless of what type of business you’re looking to grow.

Because not only does it teach you the nuts and bolts of how to produce killer content...

It also shows you how to discover, and speak, the new social language people crave.

It’s the only blueprint of its kind... that will quickly stack the deck in your favor so you can

confidently go out and own your space on social media.

Exactly like actress and author LaLa Anthony did...

When she used the Viral Content Engineering system to launch her new Facebook Show... and

got 2.1 million views on her very first episode.

And how Sleep Doctor, Michael Brues, did...

When he used our system to take his Instagram account from 6,000 followers to over 100,000

followers in a matter of weeks.

 

And how media agency Strike Social did...

When they went from managing a meager $300,000 in media spend, to over $100 million per
month for clients like Disney, Xbox, and Fox... in just 3 years.

Discover What’s Possible With

Viral Content Engineering...
Once you get access, you can...

STOP: Working so hard on producing content that falls flat and gets little to

no engagement.

STOP: Wasting time and money using outdated methods that are not leading

to consistent and predictable results.

STOP: Procrastinating and feeling stuck, because you don’t understand what

steps to take next or in which order for optimum results.

Instead you’ll quickly be able to...

START: Accessing a proven content creation system that consistently

produces videos that reach over 45 million views.

START: Producing content that speaks the language your audience loves to

engage with and wants to share with their friends.

START: Building the skills you need to discern why some content achieves

viral success and why others don’t... so you can quickly put those winning

principles to work on your content.

START: Creating content that competes with and often outperforms the

biggest brands and celebrities on the planet.

START: Standing out at the highest level by finding, creating, and using

powerful Pattern Interrupts & Hook Points.

START: Growing your reach and influence by finally using the power of social

media to your advantage instead of sitting on the sidelines.

And so much more...

This truly is the tip of the iceberg.

Because inside you’ll be guided by recognized experts every step of the way.

Here’s Everything You Get the Moment

You Join Viral Content Engineering Today

The 5 module training is jam-packed with 22 video lessons covering every tip, tactic, and

strategy my team and I have developed over the past 15 years...

And successfully deployed to grow the online presence of companies like MTV, Yahoo!,

Lionsgate, Mindvalley, and MGM, to name a few...

As well as celebrities like Taylor Swift, Rihanna, Adriana Lima, Katie Couric, and more.

The course structure is as follows:

Module One: - Introductory Mindset & Analytics
Inside this module you’ll discover...

Why traditional approaches don’t work...

How to analyze content...

The importance of a radical mind shift...

How to apply the scientific approach to content creation...

Using the Predictive Viral Content Model...

Understanding common misconceptions...

What are and how to use analytic drivers...

Overcoming logical fallacies...

And adjusting nuances for maximum virality...

Plus more...

Module Two: - Research
Inside this module you’ll discover...

How to recognize high-potential content...

How to categorize and evaluate content by the correct performance

metrics...

The art of communication design...

How to develop every piece of content into an interaction with the

client...

Plus more...

Module Three: - Ideation
Inside this module you’ll discover...

The creation process used to consistently generate 45 million views per

post...

How to identify the underlying mechanisms in any piece of content...

How to create effective, usable hypotheses...

The correct way to “copy” effective content so it works for you...

How to connect research all the way through to ideation...

Plus more...

Module Four: - Production
Inside this module you’ll discover...

The power of “pre-visualizing”

How to incorporate research into content creation so you can’t miss...

How to push to the top when posting content...

How to set and adapt benchmarks within your process...

How to complete the Capstone Content Creation Project...

Plus more...

Module Five: - Business Development
Once you’ve mastered social media, it becomes an “insurance policy” for business,

life, and work. It’s the ultimate leverage. That’s what I’ll share with you inside this

module...

How to stand out at the highest level...

How to leverage Viral Content Engineering for maximum gain...

How to effectively deliver any message...

How to find and use Hook Points so you can “stop the scroll”...

How to study external patterns and recognize them instantly...

The best way to push forward to a sale...

How practice makes it perfect...

How to monetize your learning so you can start making bank...

How to get a raise or the dream job no matter where you are now...

How to identify potential clients that can give you everything you

need...

The best way to reinvest back into your #1 asset...

How to read the room and master any meetings you may have on the

horizon...

How to use the Process Communication Model effectively...

The best way to submit a proposal...

How to price any project...

How to close any deal...

The best way to find the most qualified clients...

How to scale your business in the quickest possible time...

How using super-connectors can be the quickest way to success and

where to find them...

How to balance your outreach so you don’t burn your list...

How to explore new opportunities without any risk to your reputation...

Plus more...

As you can see we’re leaving no stone unturned in our attempt to bring you the #1 turn-key

solution for all your social media needs... 

So if you’re serious about growing your business, your brand or your influence... on any

platform you choose...

Dive in... because it’s all laid out for you inside.

Join Now & Save Over 80%!
Normally, private clients who contract my team and me to train them in Viral Content

Engineering pay as much as $30,000 per month... sometimes more.

Which they’re happy to do because of the results we’ve been able to help them generate on

social media over and over again.

You’ve got to remember, one post on social media that generates over 50 million views...

which we’ve done repeatedly...

Is equivalent to an ad spend of over $600,000 on traditional advertising... just to get the

same exposure.

Which is why companies don’t balk at that price... because they know how much time and

money they are saving themselves.

And that’s what I want for you.

Except today you won’t have to pay anywhere near that price.

Given everything our Viral Content Engineering system can do for you, we could easily

charge $30,000 or more for unlimited online access.

Even at $20,000 our one-of-a-kind training in viral content would be an absolute steal.

But again, we don’t want anyone left on the sidelines as this New Creator Economy

continues to defy gravity soaring from over $20 billion today, to what some experts predict

will be as high as $104 billion in the next 12 months alone.

That’s why we’ve cut the retail price for our Viral Content Engineering training down to just

$9997.

But we’re not going to stop there.

Because of your attendance at the world’s first Viral Content Summit you’ve shown my

team and me that you have the desire and the dedication it takes to make your viral content

dreams a reality.

So right now, for a limited time only, you can start your Viral Content training on the exact

same system my team and I have used to generate a combined 50 billion views for our

clients...

For a one-time only price of just $1,997 (An 80% Discount!)

You’re getting access to the exact system my team and I use to consistently create scroll-

stopping viral content, over and over again.

Averaging 45 million views per video with some as high as 400 million.

It’s everything you’ll ever need to start standing out and explode your business.

“The online world is so cluttered that even truly great

content often gets buried or ignored. The good news is

that you can take control of your ability to reach a

wide audience and you can start today, with One

Million Followers.”

KATIE COURIC

American journalist, Yahoo!

“Brendan Kane will guide you through the fog of social

media and its strategic application like the seer he is.”

JON JASHNI

Founder of Raintree Ventures, Former President 
& CCO of Legendary Entertainment

“Brendan is an outlier in a crowded market. His

strategies are easy to implement and will lead to

massive success. Working with him opened my eyes to

the power of his ideas. He is the best at what he does”

LUKE WAHL

Executive Producer at Sports Illustrated 

But you must act now.

The Creator Economy is only getting bigger and you need to stake your claim before it’s too

late.

Missing out on the huge opportunity to ride the wave of expansion...

And cash in on the expected $104 billion dollar market surge could be the biggest mistake

of your life.

Just fill in your details below, and you’ll get immediate access to everything you’ll ever need

to dominate social media... regardless of the platform you choose.

Imagine looking back a year from now and seeing your brand, your business, or your

influence in a radically different position than it is today.

Instead of struggling and going it alone...

You could be dominating your field with a proven and powerful viral creation system.

It’s all waiting for you inside.

Thanks for your time today.

My team and I look forward to welcoming you to Viral Content Engineering.

Brendan Kane

Author, One Million Followers 
Founder of Hook Point
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